How can you challenge your bottom-line
and improve processes?
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Paradoxically, business travel
spend is still considered a cost
as opposed to an investment!
How do you consider your
Travel and Expense spend?
(% of respondents)
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investment

cost

Source: 2015 European business travel and
expense analysis

1 (Source: Amadeus European
Business Travel Trends study
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-70%
0n your expense reports 2

Business
Intelligence

Empower your
travellers with
technology and content
to ensure they remain
in-policy!
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Optimise processes and costs
Do you have a trusted technology?
_ Reduce direct costs (travel agency fees, airfares etc)
_ Reduce indirect costs (administrative tasks related to the
handling of expenses, risk associated with uncontrolled
spending and fraud etc.)
_ Ensure quality of data and analysis
_ Improve reconciliation
_ Ensure accurate and quick expense processing

Keep employees focused
Can you rely on trusted content?
_ Give the best level of travel content and service
_ Remove administrative tasks and time
related to the handling of expenses
_ Increase employees' travel experience and efficiency

83%

Reporting

2 (Source: 2015 Travel and Expense Management Report – Paystream advisors:
by switching from a manually processed one to a fully integrated T&E Management solution.)

Ensure consistency over time
Can you rely on trusted leadership?
Chose the unique agile, integrated solution:
_ Established global leader and financial stability
_ Data security - PCI-DSS certified
_ #1 R&D investor: 661 million Euros invested in R&D in 2015,
19 R&D centers (in the travel and tourism industry)
_ Integration with all global TMCs
_ Content linked to each step of your travel process.

Amadeus cytric Travel & Expense
Advanced spend management

